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You remind me of me / Dan Chaon. 

 

This novel begins with a series of separate incidents.  In the first, a boy is savagely attached by his grandfather’s pet 

Doberman.  In the next, another little boy disappears from his grandmother’s backyard.  The third incident shows a 

pregnant teenager in a maternity ward, waiting to deliver a baby that will immediately be given up for adoption.  

And finally, we are introduced to a young father, drifting through life as a low-level drug dealer, separated from his 

wife and in charge of their young son.  Jumping between the past and present, Chaon moves deftly from story to 

story, weaving a web that connects the dots of the life histories he presents.  What I liked most about this novel is 

how honest it feels: these characters are far from perfect, still they are trying their best to overcome their pasts while 

reaching for a better future.  This novel is sometimes painful to read, but its haunting beauty is what most readers 

will take away from this poignant tale about the consequences of adoption.  

 

The memory of running / Ron McLarty. 

 

Smithson “Smithy” Ide is a lovable loser that the reader will be rooting for from page one.  He is overweight, 

friendless, chain-smokes, and is likely an alcoholic.  Returning wounded from the Vietnam War, he has worked in a 

dead-end job for the last twenty years.  As the book opens, he is forty-three years old and still living with his 

parents.  Then tragedy strikes--not only are both of his parents killed in a car accident, he learns shortly after that his 

long lost mentally disturbed sister has died as well.  Before going to Vietnam as a young adult, Smithy was both a 

runner and a bicyclist, and rail thin.  In his grief after learning of the three deaths in his family, he discovers his old 

Raleigh and sets out on an epic, cross-country bike trip across America.  The story that unfolds as he takes this 

extraordinary journey is often hilarious, full of insight, and leads him not only from the East to the West Coast, but 

towards redemption and a new sense of self-worth.  The love story angle in the novel seemed contrived to me, but 

did not detract from my enjoyment of the novel.  Smithy is a character you will be cheering for as he heads to 

California to retrieve his sister’s ashes. 

 

Schindler’s list / Thomas Keneally. 
 

Oskar Schindler was a German industrialist who, through charm, cunning and the use of his wealth, saved countless 

Jews in Poland and later in Sudetenland.  Schindler was not a squeaky clean hero: he drank heavily, was a 

womanizer, and at least at the beginning of the war, saw the labor of the Jews as a means of making money.  But 

once he realized the true horror of the Nazis’ “final solution,” he turned against his country and began to work to 

save every last Jew in his factory.  This meant bribing officials, befriending SS men he actively disliked, and risking 

his own life and fortune time and again.  While Schindler is the centerpiece of this book, what makes it truly 

touching are the personal stories of the Jews who worked for Oskar in his Polish factory.  The author vividly 

conveys the horror of what they endured.  After the war, although considered a hero in Israel, Schindler was a failure 

as a businessman.  As his wife, long separated from her husband, said of Oskar: he had done nothing astounding 

before the war and had been unexceptional since.  But in the span of years between 1939 and 1945, he shone as an 

extraordinary humanitarian.  Even for the people who have seen the film based on this book, I’d recommend they 

check out the source as well.  It is beautifully written and the narrative carries an enormous emotional impact that 

will haunt the reader. 

 

The life of Pi / Yann Martel. 

 

Pi Patel is the son of an Indian zookeeper and, as a child, he becomes fascinated by religion, not only his native 

Hinduism, but also with Christianity and Islam.  To him, all are valid and speak to his spiritual nature.  At age 

sixteen, his family and their zoo animals emigrate from India to Canada aboard a Japanese cargo ship.  But the ship 

sinks en route and Pi finds himself in a lifeboat with a Bengal tiger.  Pi must learn not only how to cope with 

elements and get enough food and water to keep himself alive, but to also find a way to co-exist with the tiger and 

keep the animal fed.  Martel has created an adventure story that takes place in a tiny boat on a very large ocean.  The 

weather, flying fish, sharks, and the constant standoff between man and beast provide the action.  It does get a bit 

much after many months at sea but Martel knows when to step in and deliver a rousing climax, featuring a strange 

island with tree-dwelling rodents and fish-eating algae.  Then in a clever twist, the author leaves it up to the reader to 



decide whether Pi is telling the truth or hiding a darker secret regarding how he managed to survive on the lifeboat.  

Ultimately, this is a story of a spiritual boy who learns that to survive, a person will do what they must, even if it 

goes against their nature.  The story is a parable that addresses the place of human beings on this planet and often 

veers from terrifying to humorous to exhilarating all in the same chapter. 

 

The Pacific and other stories / Mark Helprin. 

 

This was my first introduction to Helprin’s work and I couldn’t help wondering why I hadn’t heard of him before.  If 

this collection is any indication, he should be on everyone’s “must read” list.  The sixteen stories here have great 

depth and an amazing scope.  His characters and settings are never the same and he jumps with ease from culture to 

culture.  While there are no weak ones among the whole, several stories stood out to me.  Monday, a story about a 

contractor’s astonishing gift to a September 11
th

 widow left me crying—it is the most touching story I’ve ever read.  

Perfection tells of a teenage Hasidic Jew called by God to rescue the “House of Ruth,” the struggling 1958 New 

York Yankees.  Jacob Bayer and the Telephone is about a poor Jewish teacher who visits a Jewish settlement in 

Poland.  The year is 1913 and the arrival of the telephone has changed this once pious city into a wealthy place 

where faith has been lost, replaced by the fascination surrounding an emerging technology.  Bayer confronts this 

idolatry and sees a vision of the coming holocaust.  The title story ends the book, telling of a young wife’s labor in a 

factory while her husband serves in the Pacific during the Second World War.  The tone varies from story to 

story…some lighthearted, others darker, but there is a thread of spirituality that runs through each and joins them 

together into a seamless, satisfying blend.  

 

The architecture of the Arkansas Ozarks / Donald Harington. 

 

This delightful novel tells the history of Stay More, a town buried in the wilds of Arkansas.  It opens with the 

founding of the town by the brothers Jacob and Noah Ingledew, then follows the history of five succeeding 

generations of the family.  Covering a span of one hundred and forty years, the narrator presents the rise and then 

gradual decline of Stay More and the Ingledew dynasty.  It ends with the last of the line, Vernon Ingledew, who dies 

childless.  This is not surprising since all Ingledew males are extremely shy of women.  The novel details how the 

family manages to last for six generations.  There are marvelous asides on the topics of time, sports, sex, politics, 

and of course architecture.  The book is laugh out loud funny at times, but the author also makes the reader care 

about the citizens of Stay More.  Harington is a dazzling craftsman with the written word.  He jubilantly brings to 

life the details of succeeding generations, with a great ear for the dialect of the Ozarks.  It is clear the author has a 

great love for these characters and Stay More, and so will anyone who sits down and visits this book’s narrative 

history.  Harington has an interesting follow up to this novel called The Cockroaches of Stay More.  It too is a 

delightful romp, but this time the Stay More inhabitants he focuses on are its cockroach population.  

 

Atom : an odyssey from the Big Bang to life on earth…and beyond / Lawrence M. Krauss. 

 
In this book, using lighthearted wit, Krauss follows the arc of a single oxygen atom from the moment of the Big 

Bang through billions of years up to the creation of life on Earth.  He then fast-forwards to show the eventual fate of 

our planet and the oxygen atom’s likely demise following the Sun’s supernova.  Backed by the latest research 

findings from the fields of physics, astronomy and biology, the author follows the oxygen atom’s long, eventful 

journey through the cosmos.  Written for the general reader, one does not need a science background to comprehend 

his thrilling description of the events leading to the creation of our solar system.  Highlighting the immensity of time 

involved in this process, Krauss shows human existence is barely a blimp on the radar—is merely an interesting 

sideline in an ever-expanding universe.  While he uses far too many exclamation points throughout the book, he can 

probably be forgiven for this misstep considering the subject matter!  After following this atom’s fascinating 

odyssey, I felt both humbled and awed. 

 

The feast of the goat / Mario Vargas Llosa. 

 

This ambitious historical novel tells the story of the final months of the Trujillo era in the Dominican Republic.  The 

author interweaves three separate strands—one is the story of Urania, the daughter of a former Senator in the 

Trujillo regime.  She is visiting the Island more than thirty years after fleeing to the United States just before 

Trujillo’s assassination.  Another is the story of the various officers and others waiting to assassinate Trujillo and 

what happens to each of them after carrying out the deed.  The third is a narrative from Trujillo himself.  In his 



seventies, plagued by an enlarged prostate and impotency issues, he is portrayed as a lonely man, bitter over his own 

family’s undisciplined life style.  It is at a time when the United States and other Latin American countries have 

placed sanctions on the Dominican Republic.  The Catholic Church is denouncing his regime from the pulpit.  Llosa 

weaves these separate strands into an engaging read. It is not a book for the faint of heart, vividly portraying the 

brutality of the Trujillo thugs intent on staying in power.  My only complaint would be that the book drags in the 

sections where the conspirators are waiting to carry out the killing of Trujillo.  Overall though, it is a fascinating 

look at those who opposed Trujillo and those who devotedly believed in the man.  Llosa is a master storyteller and 

in this novel he has struck a rich vein of material. 

 

 

 

Midnight in the garden of good and evil / John Berendt. 

The question this book asks is, was it murder or self-defense.  At the center of this true story set in Savannah are the 

four trials of Jim Williams, a wealthy antiques dealer, for the killing of his much younger (and prone to violence) 

lover, Danny Hansford.  But it is the Greek chorus of remarkable side characters and the city itself that make this 

such an engaging read.  There is an “in your face” drag queen, a voodoo princess, and the elite of Savannah, a town 

where everyone knows everybody else and old grudges are not forgotten.  The author vividly portrays Savannah’s 

hauntingly beautiful moss-hung oaks, shaded squares, and cemeteries.  But it is what goes on behind closed doors 

that intrigues and delights.  The murder trials are merely the vehicle Berendt uses to tell the history of the city and its 

colorful inhabitants.  After reading this entertaining portrait of Savannah, the Grande Dame of the South, you will 

want to “book “ a visit for a first-hand look. 

 

That old ace in the hole / Annie Proulx. 

 

Though a novel, this book is more like a series of interconnected short stories.  Bob Dollar is a young man hired by 

Global Pork Rind, a Tokyo-based corporation that operates hog farms.  Dollar’s assignment is to move into the 

Texas/Oklahoma Panhandle, get to know the locals, try to find struggling farmsteads and see if he can talk them into 

selling out to Global Pork Rind.  There is one big problem, the locals hate these stinky hog farms and so Dollar is 

told not to reveal his true purpose.  Presenting himself as an agent for a company that is looking for land to build 

luxury estates, Dollar moves into Woolybucket, a small town in the heart of the Panhandle.  This is where the book 

begins to jump into a short story mode as Dollar gets to know his neighbors and the history of the Panhandle.  

Proulx clearly has affection for the place and its quirky characters.  In Bob Dollar she has created someone so 

likeable that the reader is happy to go along for the ride as he supposedly scouts for hog farm sites.  He is much too 

decent of a man to succeed in becoming a heartless corporate hack, and it soon becomes evident he is less interested 

in finding property than getting to be a part of the community.  While the end of the book is a bit too predictable, 

Proulx has captured the magic of the place, bringing to life the desolate landscape, its smells, and above all else, the 

weather there on the high plains. 

 

The inner circle / T. C. Boyle. 

 

This novel is a fictional account of the “inner circle” of researchers who worked with Alfred Kinsey.  Doyle’s 

previous novel Drop City dealt with the Sixties revolution.  Here he tackles the Fifties sexual revolution, 

highlighting Kinsey’s controversial studies on human sexuality.  I typically dislike historical fiction since the reader 

is unable to separate fact from conjecture.  But Boyle wisely comes at Kinsey from a different angle, featuring the 

story’s fictional narrator, John Milk.  A college student when he first meets Professor Kinsey, he quickly becomes 

devoted to the man and his mission.  After graduation, Kinsey takes him on as an assistant.  Milk is portrayed as a 

weak person with a stutter, a drinking problem, and over time a troubled conscience.  As Kinsey’s sexual 

experiments become more bizarre and explicit, he is torn between love for his family and his devotion to the father-

like figure in his life, Alfred Kinsey.  Boyle presents Kinsey as a sexual enthusiast, a bisexual who recklessly pushed 

the boundaries both personally and professionally.  This included having sex with a number of his inner circle and 

forcing them to have sex with others, while filming these encounters.  The material is erotically charged but 

tastefully handled by the author.  While a milquetoast of a man, it is the book’s narrator who wins the reader’s 

sympathy and pity.  It is Milk’s relationship with his wife that counterbalances the clinical nature of the sexual 

experiences the researchers are documenting.  She represents a moral voice warning of the dangers that Kinsey’s 

sexual revolution would lead to for society as a whole and the family specifically.  While Kinsey was able to catalog 

the human sexual experience, he failed to factor love into the equation.   



 

The French lieutenant’s woman / John Fowles. 

 
Fowles’ dazzling skills as an author are showcased in this marvelous novel published in 1969.  Set in 1867, in 

Victorian England, Fowles peels away Society’s fine manners to create a powerful love story that bewitches the 

reader.  The book’s subjects are Victorian sexuality and self-deception.  With the narrator often reminding the reader 

that the characters have a free will of their own, he presents a number of possible story lines to choose from.  In fact, 

it is the narrator’s frequent asides that make the novel such a delight.  It is a story of a love triangle, featuring 

Charles, an English gentleman in his early thirties, his betrothed, Ernestina, a young woman and only daughter of a 

successful businessman, and Sara, a governess who is rumored to have thrown herself away on a broken affair with 

a French lieutenant.  Fowles fills the novel with the radical new ideas circulating at the time—Darwinism, Marxism, 

and changes in the social classes as the industrial revolution threatens the power of the rural gentry.  While the 

Victorian era might seem prim and proper from our vantage point, Fowles reveals that the sexual tensions running 

beneath the façade were not much different from our own. 

 

The go-between / L. P. Hartley. 

 

As this novel opens, the narrator, a man now in his sixties, discovers a diary he kept fifty years earlier when he was 

twelve years old.  With the discovery comes a rush of long suppressed memories.  Reading the diary, he recreates 

for the reader, as seen through that young boy’s eyes, the summer of 1900.  During a school holiday, he visits a 

friend’s family country estate in Norwalk, and his life is changed forever by the events that occur there.  On the 

surface, the highlights he relates indicate a happy time.  A pampered guest, he joins the family in their lazy pursuit 

of pleasurable activities.  It is one of the hottest summers on record and the boy, Leo Colston, loves the heat and 

sunny days.  But then his friend falls ill and Leo unwittingly gets caught up in the drama of a love triangle involving 

his friend’s older sister, her betrothed, and a tenant farmer who is having an affair with the sister.  Used to carry 

messages between the lovers, he is confronted by manifestations of adult behavior that he is not yet old enough to 

fully understand.  The book does an excellent job of describing the boy’s sense that something wrong is taking 

place, and there is a sense of growing dread as he begins to fear something bad is about to happen.  The author 

captures in great detail what life was like in that year of 1900.  It is a glimpse into a way of life that was about to be 

destroyed by the arrival of the Model T and the First World War.  The novel, though published in 1953, compares 

favorably with the best work of earlier, Victorian, writers. 

 

Crossing to safety / Wallace Stegner. 

 

This was the last novel that Stegner wrote before his death in 1993.  It deals with the lifelong friendship of two 

college professors and their wives.  The book highlights four time periods in the arc of their friendship.  The first is 

set in Madison, Wisconsin where both men are new professors at the University during the depression.  The narrator 

of the book is Larry Morgan, one of the professors, who is more a gifted writer than teacher.  His wife is Sally, a 

gentle soul who has hidden strengths that are revealed when illness strikes.  Sid Long is the other professor, a true 

teacher who will never write enough quality works to qualify for tenure.  His wife, Charity, manipulates and 

choreographs the actions of her husband and family.  In this first section, we see the instant connection between both 

couples and the bond that develops over time.  The next section deals with a shared vacation a few years later at the 

Lang family summer home in Vermont.  By this time, Larry’s contract at UW-Madison has not been renewed and 

Sid is struggling to get tenure. The third section takes place ten years later after World War II and is set in Italy on 

another shared vacation.  Larry is now a well-known author and Sid has failed to achieve tenure at a major 

University, much to his wife’s chagrin.  The last section has Larry and Sally returning to visit the Lang’s in Vermont 

late in life when Charity is dying from cancer.  Rich with the details of life’s ups and downs, this book is a quiet 

meditation on the importance of friendship.  It is a touching story and rings true throughout.  Stegner left a rich 

legacy with his collected writings and this novel is his crowning achievement. 

 

Lives of girls and women / Alice Munro. 

 

Twelve-year-old Del Jordan lives in Jubilee, a small Ontario town.  Set during the 1940s, the story follows Del 

through her adolescent years.  At the start of the novel, we are introduced to various uncles, aunts, and neighbors, 

colorful figures all.  As she grows older, the focus switches from family to school and friendships. Capturing the 

dull, ordinary simplicity of small town life, Munro does a marvelous job of showing the thoughts and feelings of Del 



as she matures into adulthood.  There are the battles with her mother, her search for a religious faith she can believe 

in, and naturally, the heartbreak of first love.  Above all else, she wants to escape the boredom of rural life.  Her 

ticket out is to earn a scholarship to a university.  This is a coming-of-age tale that perfectly captures the tumultuous 

emotions of adolescence.  Funny at times, with a host of quirky characters, it is moving as well.   Munro was raised 

in rural Ontario and I suspect the vivid recollections here are based on her own childhood. For anyone who grew up 

in a rural environment, this book will ring true from start to finish. 

 

The pugilist at rest : stories / Thom Jones. 

 
Jones was both a Marine and a boxer and it shows in this collection of stories.  In most of them, the theme centers on 

either men at war or boxers, and the mental/physical toll of their chosen careers.  As Jones shows, the battlefield and 

ring are places where the mettle of a man is tested and often found wanting.  Examining the rituals of American 

manhood, Jones is not afraid to explore his characters’ dark corners.   One complaint is that the stories seem 

repetitive after a while.  The best story here by far is also the least like the others.  I Want To Live follows the 

thoughts of an older woman who has been diagnosed with a cancer that is incurable.  The reader is taken on a 

heartbreaking journey as we follow her through the inevitable stages of dying.  While difficult to read, it is also 

impossible to put down.  Jones is an excellent craftsman and many of these stories carry a brutal punch.  But it is the 

cancer story that delivers a knockout blow. 

 

Dakhmeh / Naveed Noori. 

 

Dakhmeh is an Iranian word that means “tower of silence” and it refers to a complex where the body of the deceased 

is left to be devoured by vultures and other scavengers.  Naveed Noori is the nom de plume of the author who I 

presume is Iranian.  The novel focuses on Arash, an Iranian who fled from Iran as an adolescent with his family after 

the Shah was overthrown.  But he never feels at home in America, and, driven by nostalgia and romantic notions of 

his homeland, he decides to return to Iran.  The story is told in the form of a diary he keeps in prison after he is 

arrested by the authorities there.  The citizens of Tehran that he describes are suffering under the harsh realities of 

life in the Islamic Republic.  Although a religious society, prostitution and drug abuse are rampant.  The population 

is disgruntled and cynical.  Worse still, Arash discovers, when he returns to Iran, that he doesn’t fit in there either.   

This is a dark novel and sometimes disturbing.  It is easy to understand why its author uses a pen name—he could 

easily be executed if his true identity in Iran were known.  With that country so much in the news today, the novel 

provides an interesting glimpse of what life in the Islamic Republic is like. 

 

Oscar Wilde / Frank Harris. 

 

First published in 1916 and now out of print, this biography of Wilde was written by a well-known author who knew 

Oscar well.  After the book’s publication, there was some controversy regarding it when evidence showed that 

Harris could not have been with Wilde all the times he claims.  Nonetheless, the biography does provide a complex 

portrait of the man.  Harris does not try to make Wilde into a likeable person; while it is clear the author greatly 

admired Wilde the artist, he does not paint a pretty picture of Wilde’s lifestyle.  If the portrayal is true, Wilde was a 

lazy, childlike alcoholic, living off his good friends, and after his release from prison, unable to write.  The most 

interesting aspect of the book is Harris’ reaction to Wilde’s homosexuality.  It is clear he is disgusted by it and feels 

it an unacceptable degeneracy.  Even so, Harris was one of the few artists who supported Wilde throughout his trial 

and while in prison.  If nothing else, this book is proof of how far we have come since Victorian times in our 

acceptance of homosexuality.  While I did not come away an admirer of Wilde, the story of Wilde’s rise and fall in 

the eyes of high society makes for a fascinating read. 

 

 

 


